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Preparation assignment for A-Level Sociology Summer 2020  

 

As you have not studied GCSE Sociology we’d like to help you get prepared for A-level with 

an assignment that is set for you to do three things; 

1) To get you up to speed with core concepts occurring 

throughout the A-level units.  

2) To encourage your sociological world-view 

3) To give your teachers a sense of your commitment to 

this A-level. 

Having said that – it is not a test or anything requiring essays or pages of work! This is an 

opportunity to find out about key sociological ideas so that you will be able to proceed with 

the A-level alongside students who have already studied GCSE. It is not an assessment!  

 

What is sociology?  

Sociology is the study of how people’s lives are affected as a result of belonging to different 

social groups. We all belong to social groups. The main groups studied are: 

Social class 

Age group 

Gender 

Ethnicity 

Sociology is a social science, studied by sociologists. 

This means sociologists conduct research to find factual evidence and patterns about how 

different groups in society behave. For example, how the recent coronavirus epidemic 

affected people differently if they were middle or working class.  Are women more likely to 

choose to not to marry than men? 

Sociologists come up with ideas – theories – to try and explain these patterns of behaviour. 

Also, they do research to try and find evidence that backs-up their theories. 

This means that as sociologists we are not giving our opinion of what we think should or 

should not be happening in society or whether it is fair or unfair – we are understanding, 

analysing and evaluating the evidence and the theories. 



Core Concepts  

Sociological theories are usually of two types: 

1) Social processes   - the behaviour of people in different groups is the result of what 

they have learned from family, school, peer groups, media etc.  

 

2) Social structure  - the behaviour of people in different groups is the result of  how 

society is organised and the position of groups in society.  

The study of sociology has core concepts – important basic ideas – that relate to both social 

processes and social structure. These core concepts have to be known and understood in 

order to make sense of and discuss the research evidence and theories of sociologists.  

Important core concepts: 

• Culture 

•  Socialisation 

•  Social Class 

•  Gender 

•  Ethnicity  

•  Sociological perspectives 

  

Possible Sociology revision / education sites to explore for research: 

https://www.tutor2u.net/sociology  

https://revisesociology.com/  

https://sociologytwynham.com/                    A-level Sociology 
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Questions 

Culture  

Q1) Explain what is meant by CULTURE  

Culture means: 

 

 

 

Examples:  eating with a knife and fork, saying ‘thank you’, sending children to school.  

 

Norms: behaviour that is expected in situations 

Values: principles or goals that are seen as good in that culture (e.g. honesty; hard-work). 

 

Q2) Make a list of three things that you think are part of ‘British’ culture: 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

Q3) Give two norms of behaviour connected to Christmas: 

1 

 

2 

 

 

 



Culture  

In larger, more complex societies, such as 21st century UK, 

there may be different smaller groups that have their own 

set of norms and values. These are known as Subcultures.  

Q4) Give one example of a subculture and the norms and values it might have that are  

different from mainstream culture: 

 

 

 

Socialisation  

Q4) What is meant by socialisation?  

 

 

 

There are two types of socialisation: 

1) Primary socialisation 

2) Secondary socialisation  

Primary socialisation takes place in the early years – mainly within the family. 

Secondary socialisation takes place later in wider society – such as in school, with peer 

groups, the media or in the work-place.  

Q5) Make a list of three ways of behaving that family would usually socialise their children 

to have: 

1) 

 

2) 

 

3) 



 

Q6) Make a list of one norm or value that people may be socialised to have  that could be 

picked-up from: 

 a) School: 

 

 b) Teenage peer-group : 

 

 c) Media: 

 

Socialisation is reinforced by the use of sanctions. These may be 

applied by parents, schools, the work place or the legal system. 

Q7) What do sociologists mean by sanctions? 

 

 

 

Q8)  Give an example of a positive sanction that could be used by family with a young child 

as part of primary socialisation: 

 

 

 

Q9) Give an example of a negative sanction used as part of secondary socialisation: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Social Class  

In the UK people belong to a social class although they may not know it: 

•  Working class 

•  Middle class 

•  Upper class 

Most people are either working or middle class. Some argue that class no longer exists, but 

traditionally the idea of social class is based on education and type of job – NOT income: 

•  Working class – low skilled or skilled manual work (eg cleaner / plumber) 

•   Middle Class – highly trained ‘professions’ (eg  doctor / lawyer) 

•  Upper Class – often inherited wealth, with no need to ‘work’. 

               The class a person belongs to can affect their life-chances  

 

Q10) Read the following evidence statements and decide whether you think they apply to 

either working class or middle class.  

Evidence  Middle  working  

Most likely to value education  
  

Most likely to go to university 
  

Most likely to have low incomes  
  

Most likely to turn to crime  
  

Most likely to live in deprived areas  
  

Most likely to have important careers (journalist / judge)  
  

Most likely to be privately educated  
  

 

 



Gender  

A person’s gender is their biological sex as male or female (or what 

they choose to identify as). Sociology focuses on the roles and 

norms that are expected of people as a result of their gender.  

Sociologists consider the norms and roles expected of males and 

females to be a social construct – a set of ideas that do not exist in 

nature but has been created by society.  

Q10) List three types of behaviour that families socialise girls to have: 

1) 

2) 

3)  

 

Q11) List three types of behaviour that families socialise boys to have: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

 

Q12) Give two ways schools have expectations of boys that is different from girls: 

1) 

2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ethnicity  

Q13)  Ethnicity is NOT race or skin colour. What does ethnicity 

mean in Sociology? 

 Ethnicity means:  

 

 

 

 Q14) Britain is a multicultural society. What does this mean? 

 

 

 

Q15) White British is the ethnic majority. What are two of the largest ethnic minority 

groups in the UK? 

1) 

2) 

         

Sociological Perspectives  

Some sociologists seek to explain society by looking at how it is structured.These views of 

society are called sociological perspectives. 

The main perspectives are: 

1) Functionalism 

2)  Marxism 

3)  Feminism  

 

Q16)  How do functionalists see society?  

Functionalists think that: 



 

Q17) According to Marxists society is divided into just two 

classes that are in conflict:  

          a) the bourgeoisie 

          b) the proletariat 

Explain what type of people these two terms describe and how Marxists believe they are in 

conflict. 

• The bourgeoisie is a term used to describe: 

 

 

• The proletariat is a term used to describe: 

 

 

• Marxists believe they are in conflict because: 

 

 

 

 

Q18)   Feminists argue that society is a patriarchy. What does this mean?  

Patriarchy means:  

 



A-Level 
Welcome to

Teachers: Miss C McPherson Mr J Randall (subject lead)



What does the A-level involve?

3 exam papers – 2 hours      each worth 33%

Paper 1

Education and Research Methods (compulsory)

Paper 2

• Families 
• Beliefs in Society  (options)

Paper 3

Crime and Deviance and Research Methods (compulsory)

Provided for 
you

Not provided for 
you and not 
compulsory



As with GCSE Sociology, You will be expected to:

• Know and understand ideas and evidence about the
   the topics (AO1)
 
•Apply that knowledge and understanding by analysing
  and explaining ideas (AO2)
 
• Evaluate ideas by pointing out their strengths 
   and weaknesses and suggest better alternative ideas (AO3)

What does study of Sociology require at A-level?



What does study of Sociology require at A-level?

As an A-level student you need to  develop a ‘sociological world 
view’ and to support it by independently finding information for 
yourselves from on-line sources, books and the news (current 
affairs)

Coronavirus does discriminate, because 
that’s what humans do
People who face racism, sexism and inequality 
are more likely to get sick.

(Article from ‘The Guardian’ on-line 
newspaper, April 2020)



Preparation assignment for A-Level Sociology Summer 2020

As you have not studied GCSE Sociology we’d like to help you get prepared for A-level
with an assignment that is set for you to do three things;

1) To get you up to speed with core concepts that occur throughout the A-level units. 
2) To encourage your sociological world-view
3) To give your teachers a sense of your commitment to this A-level.

Having said that – it is not a test or anything requiring essays or pages of work!

This is an opportunity to find out about key sociological ideas so that you will be able to
proceed with the A-level alongside students who have already studied GCSE.
 It is not an assessment!



What is sociology?
Sociology is the study of how people’s lives are affected 
as a result of belonging to different social groups.

We all belong to social groups. The main groups studied 
are:
Social class
Age group
Gender
Ethnicity

Sociology is a social science, studied by sociologists.
This means sociologists conduct research to find factual evidence and patterns about how 
different groups in society behave. For example, how the recent coronavirus epidemic 
affected people differently if they were middle or working class.  Are women more likely 
to choose to not to marry than men?
Sociologists come up with ideas – theories – to try and explain these patterns of 
behaviour. Also, they do research to try and find evidence that backs-up their theories.
This means that as sociologists we are not giving our opinion of what we think should or 
should not be happening or whether it is fair or unfair – we are understanding the 
evidence – but we can criticise the theories as being good or poor explanations.



Core Concepts 

The theories that sociologist come up with are usually of two types:

1) Social processes  - the behaviour of people in different groups is the result 
of what they have learned from family, school, peer groups, media etc.

 
2)   Social structure - the behaviour of people in different groups is the result 

of  how society is organised and the position of groups in society.

The study of sociology has core concepts – important basic ideas – that relate to 
both social processes and social structure. These core concepts have to be known 
and understood in order to make sense of and discuss the research evidence and  
theories of sociologists.



Core Concepts

These are very important key ideas that are found through the different 
issues that Sociology focuses on. 

•  Culture
• Socialisation
• Social Class
• Gender
• Ethnicity
• Sociological perspectives

Use your research skills and maybe your own knowledge and thinking to find 
out more about these core concepts by answering the questions that follow.



https://www.tutor2u.net/sociology

Possible Sociology  revision / education sites to 
explore for research. 

https://revisesociology.com/

https://sociologytwynham.com/

A-level Sociology

https://www.tutor2u.net/sociology
https://revisesociology.com/
https://sociologytwynham.com/


Culture

Q1) Explain what is meant by CULTURE

Culture means:

Examples:  eating with a knife and fork, saying ‘thank you’, 
                     sending children to school, working for money.

Norms: behaviour that is expected in situations
Values: principles or goals that are seen as good in that culture.
               (e.g.  Honesty ; hard-work) 

Q2) Make a list of three things that you think are part of ‘British’ culture
Q3) Give two norms of behaviour connected to Christmas.



Culture
In larger, more complex societies, such as 
21st century UK, there may be different 
smaller groups that have their own set of 
norms and values. These are known as 
Subcultures.

Q4) Give one example of a subculture and the norms and values it might have that is 
        different from mainstream society. 



Socialisation

Q4) What is meant by socialisation?

There are two types of socialisation:
1) Primary socialisation
2) Secondary socialisation

Primary socialisation takes place in the early years – mainly within the family.
Secondary socialisation takes place later in wider society – such as in school, with 
peer groups, the media or in the work-place.

Q5) Make a list of three ways of behaving that family would usually socialise their 
       children to have.

Q6) Make a list of  one norm or value that people may be socialised to have 
        that could be picked-up from a) school   b) teenage peer-group  c) media
        (one for each of a-c)



Socialisation

Socialisation is reinforced by the use of sanctions.
These may be applied by parents, schools, the work place  
or the legal system.

Q7) What do sociologists mean by sanctions?

Q8) Give an example  of a positive sanction that could 
        be used by family with a young child as part of 
        primary socialisation.

Q9) Give an example of a negative sanction used as 
        part of secondary socialisation.



Social Class
In the UK people belong to a social class 
although they may not know it:
• Working class
• Middle class
• Upper class

Most people are either working or middle class.
Some argue that class no longer exists, but traditionally the idea of social class
is based on education and type of job – NOT income.

• Working class – low skilled or skilled manual work (eg cleaner / plumber)
•  Middle Class – highly trained ‘professions’ (eg  doctor / lawyer)
• Upper Class – often inherited wealth, with no need to ‘work’.

                     

The class a person belongs to can affect their life-chances



Social Class

Q10) Read the following evidence statements 
and decide whether you think they apply to 
either working class or middle class.

Evidence Middle working

Most likely to value education

Most likely to go to university

Most likely to have low incomes

Most likely to turn to crime

Most likely to live in deprived areas

Most likely to have important 
careers (journalist / judge)

Most likely to be privately educated



Gender

A person’s gender is their biological sex as male or female
(or what they choose to identify as).
Sociology focuses on the roles and norms that are expected of 
people as a result of their gender.

Sociologists consider the norms and roles expected of males 
and females to be a social construct – a set of ideas that do not 
exist in nature but has been created by society.

Q10) List three types of behaviour that families socialise girls to have.

Q11) List three types of behaviour that families socialise boys to have.

Q12) Give two ways  schools have expectations of boys that is different from girls.



Ethnicity
Q13)  Ethnicity is NOT race or skin colour. 
           What does ethnicity mean in Sociology?

Q14) Britain is a multicultural society. What does 
          this mean?

Q15) White British is the ethnic majority. What 
          are two of the largest ethnic minority groups in the UK?
        



Sociological Perspectives

Some sociologists seek to explain society by looking at how it is structured.
These views of society are called sociological perspectives.
The main perspectives are:
1) Functionalism
2)  Marxism
3)  Feminism

Q16)  How do functionalists see society?

         According to Marxists society is divided into just two classes:
          a) the bourgeoisie
          b) the proletariat
          These groups are in conflict.
 
Q17)   Explain what type of people these two terms describe and how Marxists 
           believe they are in conflict.

Q18)   Feminists argue that society is a patriarchy. What does this mean?
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